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Ikhwan 

  Shaykh Mohammad Nazim Al-Haqqani An-Naqshibendi, Sohbat of the 20th of Dicember 2011.    
 

 Ya Rabbi, grant us wisdom & keep us safe from the evil of our egos. O people, Salamu 

Alaykum. Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar, La Ilaha Illa Allah. Allahu Akbar Allahu Akbar, Wa 

Lillahi Al Hamd. Then Salat and Salam upon the Master of beginning and end, and his 

companions and all Prophets. Ya Rabbi increase their honor& happiness. We are your poor, 

weak servants. Support us, O our Lord, the support of Al Habib - the Master of begining and end. 

You made him the reason for the existance of all worlds. O Lord increase his honor, his light and 

happiness. Audhu Billahi min al shaytani r-Rajim. Bismillahi r-Rahmani r-Rahim - A sharp 

sword on the heads of the enemies of Islam. 

 

 Assalamu Alaykum. Salamu Alaykum O believers, O Muslims. Our way is association with the 

Shaykh & Goodness is in gatherings. O People, O People, O servants of Allah, Think! Think 

about your situations. For what we are coming to this life? We were given life from The Lord of 

the worlds (swt). And Allah (swt) took a covenant from us. He is our Creator and Provider. Our 

Lord (jwa), He (swt) sent the owner of the absolute message, the Master of beginning and end. 

Sayyidina Muhammad (saws) was sent as an absolute Prophet from the beginning of creation. 

And he was honoured by his Lord (jwa) to be the representative, the absolute representative, the 

first Representative, Master of beginning and end, Representative of Haqq (swt). The first of 

creation and the first of Prophets (as), and his message is absolute and the last one! First of 

Prophets and the last one! No Prophet after him! He made everything clear! Everything that 

people can understand - he clarified! An ocean that He (swt) gave to human beings. Maybe you 

can say that it is a drop from the ocean. And subhana Allah, he is the first of Allah's creation and 

the last of Allah's Prophets (jwa). We clarified everything, Haqq says.  

 

The Prophet (saws) & Master of begining and end, didn't leave anything that people don't 

understand, or cannot follow, or accept with reasoning or can be encompassed by their minds! 

He is an ocean, our Prophet (saws). A drop of an ocean can fill all the worlds! From the 

knowledge that people need in their lives! He was sent, (Master of beginning and end) to teach 

people! Subhana Allah. O Arabs, O Believers, O Muslims, our Prophet (asws), his Lord (jwa) 

taught him what he didn't know! He taught him everything that will happen in the lives of all 

servants. Subhan Allah. Our Prophet (asws) has oceans from all knowledges! Allah Allah. He 

didn't leave out anything that the children of Adam need to know! He clarified everything needed 

to be known and thought about. The thing that is first and most necessary to know O Arabs, is 

that we need to give in to the truth of what the Master of beginning and end said! That 

absoluteness is for us, not for The Lord (swt). Our Lord teaches and talks about Islam. Islam 

came with the absolute Truth - Haqq. The owner of the absolute message clarified Haqq! O 
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Arabs, the Prophet, Master of beginning and end, our Prophet (asws) clarified Haqq! From the 

absolute words of the message that you must believe in for your lives in dunya and for 

Judgement Day - because who accepts Haqq will be known here (in this world) as the friend of 

Haqq, accepted by Allah (swt) and by His Prophet (asws).  

 

O Arabs pay attention! The Prophet (saws) said "Truth stands high & nothing stands higher". 

Clear? There is no way that Haqq is under and Batil on top! Ask Arabs, didn't the Prophet of the 

end of times clarify what is Haqq and what is Batil? If he didn't clarify then he didn't complete 

his message! "Haqq, Truth stands high & nothing stands higher." 

 

 In our time, groups appeared from the nation, from the nation, people came out saying we are on 

the path of Haqq. They are a small group, not a big one, but they say we are on the path of Haqq 

and all the rest are walking on the path of Batil or wrong! They are on the path of Haqq and all 

the others, the majority, are on the path of Batil! Only a small group say we are on the path of 

Haqq! And those people who left the greater majority (ahl as-Sunnah) and appeared and claimed 

to be on Truth, and that the greater majority (ahl asSunnah) are on falsehood. The wahabis & 

from among them the salafis, and the Ikhwan ( Islamic brotherhood). They claim that the greater 

majority are on the wrong way and that, "we want to correct their steps". Masha'Allah! 

Masha'Allah! Who gave you that duty or... who gave you the right to say & claim that the greater 

majority are on wrong way and you, who have no mind, are on Truth/Haqq? They have no claim, 

they turned out to be far from Islam. Because the Prophet (saws) left nothing unclear, and he 

(saws) said, "what is permissible is clear & what is forbidden is clear". Let these people bring a 

proof against these words, the words of the Prophet (saws). These words point that they are on 

goodness and anything different from them, are on wrongness. They are on Haqq and the rest are 

on falsehood.  

 

And the Prophet (saws) said "Truth stands high & nothing stands higher". He (saws) said that 

"Haqq is high & nothing stands higher". In any time, from the beginning of dunya till the end of 

it, or from pre-Eternity to post-Eternity Haqq stands high &nothing stands higher. They accuse 

the greater majority of Muslims of being on false ways. How can that be? How can they claim 

this, the salafis? Who are these salafis? 10 people? They want to take over the greater majority of 

the Muslims. They accuse them of not being Muslims, that they are not on True ways. Who gave 

them this duty?  

 

Bad tidings to the people of Egypt! Bad tidings to the scholars of Egypt! Because they are not 

responding to this group of salafis. Who are these salafis? Salafis, Ikhwan, wahabis. They do not 

exist in the Islamic books. Nor are they mentioned in the Holy Quran. Why the scholars, who are 

from the greater majority of Muslims, not stand against them? These no mind ones, want to take 

over billions of people from the jamaat of Muslims. You are not Muslims because you went 

astray. Who gave them this duty? Why don't the scholars ask them this? Why don't they send 
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them away? Send them away to their homes. They have no value. They have no Truth/Haqq with 

them. Haqq/Truth is with the greater majority. And we say that "Truth stands high." These are 

words of the Prophet (saws). "and nothing stands higher." The greater majority, nothing stands 

higher than them.  

 

These other groups have no mind. They went against their Lord, and what will be bestowed on 

them from Heavens - a whip from Heavens will come on them as a teaching, so not one person 

will remain saying "I am salafi or, i am from the Ikhwan (Muslim brotherhood), or i am wahabi". 

Never! The words of the Prophet (saws) "Truth stands high." It is impossible for these other 

groups with no mind to rise above the greater majority (of Muslims). They must follow us, 

because we are the greater majority. Shi'a, the Ikhwan, salafis wahabis, all of them they have no 

mind. We are not from them and they are not from us.  

 

And our hearts are in peace because we are on the way of Haqq. Because it would be impossible 

that the Ummah be united in falsehood. And the greater majority cannot be accused of being on 

false ways and to have left Islam. I am sorry for the scholars. All the corruption from them 

comes out and to them it shall return. May Allah forgive us. Tawba Ya Rabbi. O people repent to 

Allah (swt). You have left the good way, the good way of the greater majority, who are on the 

footsteps/sunnah of the Prophet (saws). Do not defend falsehood. Allah (swt) says "Truth has 

come & falsehood has vanished" (17:81) The Truth is firm. Falsehood is bound to vanish. And if 

the people of Egypt with the rest of the Muslim nations, who are insisting on their falsehood, 

Allah (swt) will take them away from their roots. The remaining ones will be the believers, the 

Muslims, the faithful, the ones that Haqq is with them. Maybe they will say, and be... and be 

Rabbani.  

 

You may say Rabbani, but don't say salafi, don't say wahabi, don't say shi'a. Allah (swt) says, 

you are, you should say, we are Rabbaniyun, but be Rabbani. Allah (swt) named who keeps the 

Islamic religion, with its rights & limits - these are Rabbani. Allah (swt) invites you to be 

Rabbani, not salafi or wahabi, Ikhwan, shi'as, no! But be Rabbani. We are Rabbani, Al 

Hamdulillah! We are not on a way of salafis or Ikhwan, wahabis, shi'as, no! But we put all our 

effort to be Rabbani. This means that our scholars know. Rabbani is who is on Haqq! And any 

other than this are on falsehood.  

 

"Appoint for us a king so we may fight in Allah's way" (2:246) And we may send away all the 

sects of tyrants, tyrants! And this must happen, with Allah's (swt) permission. We ask for Allah's 

blessings, His forgiveness and His support for strengthening the believers and the Muslim 

people. Rabbanis... Tawba Ya Rabbi, tawba, tawba... Remember O Muslims, our words that are 

from the Great Quran and from the words of the great Prophet (saws). Tawba Ya Rabbi, tawba 

Ya Rabbi, tawba astaghfirullah. Repent to Allah (swt) to your Lord, O people! Otherwise like 
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nations have perished before our nation...from nations of other Prophets (as). Allah (swt) will 

take these ones and will leave only Rabbanis on the face of the earth.  

 

O Lord! We beg You to let us be among the Rabbanis and not from the wahabis, nor shi'as, nor 

Muslim Brotherhood or salafis. O our Lord, make us be among... among those who put all their 

effort to be for their Lord. Rabbaniyin...Rabbani. Tawba Ya Rabbi, tawba Ya Rabbi, tawba 

astaghfirullah. Fatiha. Allah (swt) inspired us with these words for the sake of His Beloved 

(saws), from him and from the Rabbanis who are present in our times now. Fatiha.  
 

 

Video link: http://www.saltanat.org/Blog/tabid/271/PostID/507/-Ikhwan-Salafi-Wahabi-and-Shiat-Ihvan-

Selefi-Vahabi-ve-iiler-ar.aspx 


